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Abstract
Namma Metro , otherwise called Bengaluru Metro is a metro
framework serving the city of Bengaluru, India The
undertaking plans to ponder general society transport mode
decision conduct of suburbanites in Bengaluru so suitable
methodologies to boost the utilization of open transport can be
produced. The undertaking additionally investigates the
purposes behind this move from private engine vehicles
(PMVs), Public travel (Busses) and Auto/Taxi. Information is
gathered through Revealed inclination overview at different
metro. A binomial regression model is demonstrated using
SPSS tool.

Details Of Survey
Study Area
For the study the zone covers eight stations of the Namma
Metro
namely
Mahatma
Gandhi
Road,
NadaprabhuKempegowda Station Majestic, Indiranagar,
Sandal Soap Factory, Mantri Square Sampige Road, Mysuru
Road, Rajajinagar and Nagasandra. The Sandal Soap Factory
Metro Station is selected for a pilot survey. The Metro stations
are selected based on high revenues, maximum crowd and
terminal stations. The top busiest metro stations of Namma
metro are M G Road, Indiranagar, Sandal Soap Factory,
Rajajinagar, Mantri Square Sampige Road, Majestic and
Rajajinagar. The busiest stations of all are Majestic in Purple
Line and Mantri Square in the Green Line. The highest
revenue stations are Majestic and Mantri Square Sampige
Road.

Keywords: binomial regression model, mode decision,
namma metro, spss tool, transport utilization.

Introduction
Data Collection

Bangalore is a city with a population of 12,339,447, making it
a megacity. Bangalore is here and there alluded to as the
"Silicon Valley of India" (or "IT capital of India"). Since the
mid 1990s, worldwide innovation firms started opening
workplaces here and countless ventures have developed
around it, carrying with them a gigantic convergence of
individuals from all finished India. The populace developed
from 5.6 million out of 2001 to 8.7 million out of 2011.
Today, it's assessed to have achieved 11.5 million. Bangalore
has 1,940 km of blood vessel and sub-blood vessel streets.
Bangalore significantly comprises of four methods of
transportation, which are Private Motor Vehicle, BMTC Bus
Service, Auto/Taxi, Namma Metro. The total number of
vehicle in Bengaluru is 67.22 lakh. Without an effective open
transport framework, private vehicles rule the city's scene
There is a need to decide if the move to metro occurred from
PMVs or existing open transport.

In order to obtain the objectives of the project data collection
is to be done in the metro stations listed above. The data
collected should be such that the it covers all kind of
categories required for the analysis. A questionnaire is
prepared after doing the pilot survey which focuses on the
gender , age, income, occupation, vehicle ownership of the
person and the mode of transportation used before metro.
These information are collected to find the various outcomes
and possibilities which can interconnect and can be the reason
for the shift. The Questionnaire also includes the possible and
probable reasons the people found which made them shift
from their mode of transportation to the metro rail
transportation.
A data collection training is held in the college premises
with the help of the department faculties, Later on the data
collection is carried out in the various metro stations which
are selected for the work. A total of 250 data's are collected
for the case study from these 8 metro stations.
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Table 1: Number of metro users in each category
Male
180
Gender
Female
70
<25
22
25-40
115
AGE GROUP
41-55
87
>55
26
<10,000
7
10000-30000
51
INCOME
30000-50000
112
>50000
80
Govt
27
Pvt
136
Occupation
Business
54
student
33
Car
130
Motorcycle
216
Vehicle ownership
Bicycle
3
Others/None
32
PMV
36
Mode before metro Bus
174
Auto/Taxi
81

Buses are not safe and secure.
Bus stop is more than 400 meters away.

Figure 2 : Column chart of reason for shift from bus
Auto/taxi to Metro
Following reasons were focussed and the same is graphically
represented below
1. Fare of auto/taxi is more.
2. Peak hour congestion on road.
3. Accident rate is less.
4. Comfortable to travel in metro than in auto/taxi.
5. Large number of people can travel compared to
auto/taxi.
6. Increase in pollution.
7. Waiting time is more in auto/taxi.
8. Travelling time is less in metro.
9. Not easily available when most required.

Reason For Shift From:
Private Motor Vehicle To Metro
Following reasons were focussed and the same is graphically
represented below
1. Economic to travel in metro.
2- Travelling time is less in metro.
3. Peak hour traffic congestion on road.
4. Reduction in pollution due to own vehicles.
5. No stress of driving.
6. Eco-Friendly.
7. Can rest while travelling in metro.
8. Less accidents in metro.
9. Comfortable to travel in metro

Figure 3: Column chart of reason for shift from
auto/taxi

Binary Logistic Regression Model
In this segment, a double strategic relapse investigation is
connected to anticipate the, mode a given metro user has
moved from. Regression model is formulated in the following
form and analysed using the tool SPSS. The variables are
given in the table below. The significant coefficient are in
bold in the table.
-(1)

Figure ! : Column chart of reason for shift from PMV
Bus To Metro
Following reasons were focussed and the same is graphically
represented below
1. Takes more time to travel.
2. No direct bus service available.
3. Eco-friendly.
4. Peak hour traffic congestion on road.
5. Less accidents
6. Buses not punctual.
7. Buses are very crowded.
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Regression equation for each station is given as:
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Conclusion
The principle discoveries of this investigation are;
i) Females are for the most part more prone to have moved
from transports to metro than the male partners. The same is
unequivocally apparent from the examination MG, KG, MY,
SS and MQ individually.
ii) Commuters who don’t have a private vehicle tend to take
metro more often.

Future Scope
This examination alone isn't adequate to plan point by point
rules for transportation in Bangalore. The restriction of this
investigation incorporate reaction just from metro clients and
absence of a point by point examination of the impression of
driving by metro. To defeat these constraints and acquire
experiences, such an examination can be completed on
transports too. The examination ought to incorporate a point
by point discernment investigation of existing and potential
transport suburbanites..
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